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Breakthrough z-LOCK™ technology provides a unique fabric 
guide, fastening and securing the welded zip and fabric 
concealed within the side channels; creating a strong, smooth 
and streamlined system. 
The hidden z-LOCK™ function ensures no gap between 
the fabric screen and side channels and a secure guided 
movement that won’t blow out in the wind. 
A total seal provided by Zipscreen’s z-LOCK™ technology and 
bottom sealing strip aids in creating a relaxing insect free 
environment.

HIDDEN z-LOCK™ TECHNOLOGY

Privacy and protection all year round, Zipscreen keeps you shielded from the elements and insects, regardless of 
the season. Whether it be an alfresco, pergola, veranda, or balcony, Zipscreen is the perfect addition for any outdoor 
entertaining area.  
Also ideal for home and office windows, it serves as a sleek, secure, and durable alternative to traditional awnings 
& outdoor roller shutters. Your custom designed system can be made in widths up to 5.8 metres or an impressive 7 
metres with Zipscreen Extreme, offering you an external solution to fit almost any area.

Zipscreen is the ultimate external 
screening solution for any outdoor 

area or window



INNOVATIVE ALUMINIUM HEADBOX

Optimise your Zipscreen with the New Ultra-Lock. Invisibly integrated, 
Ultra-lock’s patented technology seamlessly reinforces your Zipscreen, 
for reduced movement and an ultra-smooth fabric finish.  
The New Ultra-lock perfectly secures your Zipscreen automatically, 
without an external lock or latch, and utilises an in-built, self-
correcting system, to ensure your screen evenly clicks in place. 
Ultra-durable. Ultra-reliable. Ultra-Lock.

High-quality square aluminium profile boasts a contemporary 
aesthetic, offering fully or semi-enclosed headbox and full or 
semi-fascia configurations.

There are a range of options to control 

your Zipscreen outdoor shades, from 

conventional manual controls, with a 

simple crank gear or spring solution, to 

our premium motorised system. 

CONTROLS

ONE ACTION ULTRA-LOCK & TENSION 
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SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR RANGE
CONFIGURATIONS

CAPACITY DIMENSIONS

Width Drop Max Area

Zipscreen 5.8m- 19ft 4m-13ft 14m2 -150ft2

Zipcreen Extreme 7m- 23ft 5m-16ft 35m2 -377ft2

Zipscreen Extreme Zipscreen

Download the Rollease Acmeda AR APP

EXPERIENCE
AUGMENTED REALITY

Direct sun on your windows is the greatest source of unwanted heat 
in the home. Effective external shading can solve this problem by 
blocking up to 90% of that heat. By shading a building and creating an 
effective barrier between the sun and your window, you can create a 
cooler home environment and save energy.
Shading glass is the best way to reduce unwanted heat gain, however, 
permanent shading structures that are inappropriately placed and 
designed can block winter sun, while extensive shading in summer 
can reduce pleasant daylight.
Adjustable shading systems can offer the best of both worlds, 
reducing heat build-up in summer, and enabling warm winter heat 
when the system is retracted.

KEEP YOUR HOME COOL IN SUMMER AND WARM IN WINTER
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Custom 
Colours*

*Custom colours 
will incur a surcharge.

Internal & external shade specialists for residential & commercial properties                  www.shadeco.com.au

Showroom|Factory:
Unit 7, 3 Vuko Place, Warriewood, NSW 2102 

P: 9970 8999   E: sales@shadeco.com.au     


